
Fake Mail to Protect Your Identity 

When you sign up to use any of your favorite websites, such as Facebook or Pinterest, you need 

to provide an email address in order to set up your account. Even though you may not give it 

much thought, this can be risky since anyone with your email address and password would have 

full access to all of your private accounts, personal photos, and more. If you’re concerned about 

identity theft and privacy, then fakemail could be the right solution for you! Here’s how 

temporary email works and how it can keep your information safe from malicious hackers and 

other cyber criminals. 

How fake mail works 

 

When you sign up for fake mail, you’ll first create a username and password. Then, whenever 

you need a disposable email address for a specific online application, click on your fake mail 

inbox and choose from one of your addresses. The email is sent from that address but not by it—

the company sending your message thinks they're using your name or personal information, but 

they aren't. No one can see what's inside your email accounts; they're completely private. Fake 

mail means nobody else has access to your information either—no cybercriminals with their eyes 

on your bank account or identity thieves after Social Security numbers that can be used later on 

in life. 

How temporary email can help you out 

 

Fake mail is a temporary email service that allows you to generate a realistic-looking email 

address and website address (with a corresponding domain name) at no cost. These are important 

because they can protect your identity and privacy online, allowing you to access real emails and 

keep your personal info separate from someone else who might be monitoring it. There are a 

variety of services out there; one great option is FakeMail, which allows you to create an 

unlimited number of email addresses that will forward all incoming messages directly back to 

your inbox or send them directly to another email address if that's what you want. For example, 

if you don't want potential customers finding your private Gmail account, create a temporary 

(and totally fake) one using FakeMail. 

How it prevents hacking attempts 

 

Temporary email keeps your real email address a secret. Fake mail is an effective way to protect 

your identity on and off line. Hackers will typically not go through extra effort for temporary 

emails, and if they are dedicated, then a new fakemail account can be created quickly. Using fake 

mail when signing up for accounts can also prevent other types of hacking attempts that try to 

harvest information from social media or identify theft forums/websites by tying together email 

addresses in their databases. 
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Hackers won’t know you exist 

 

One way hackers can get your passwords is by guessing what they are. One method for doing so 

is called a brute force attack—basically, trying millions of combinations until it gets it right. 

Temporary email addresses prevent them from even knowing if their guesses are correct by 

giving you an account that lasts just one hour and a new one each time. That means there’s no 

chance a brute force attack could succeed as long as you don’t use your fake email address for 

any other purpose than logging into insecure sites. If a hacker tries to guess your password on 

another site, that hack will be thwarted immediately because he or she will only have access for 

sixty minutes and then be locked out of your account completely! 

Bypass spam filters 

 

Be sure your fake mail provider allows you to send mail from a browser on your computer and 

from a mobile device, such as an iPhone or Android. The more versatility they offer, the better it 

is for protecting your identity. If all you’re doing is sending emails via your desktop computer, 

stick with Gmail. You don’t need anything more sophisticated than that. With Google Inbox, you 

can respond without ever downloading an app. 

Create throwaway accounts without an IP address 

 

Are you worried that creating an email account could provide a digital breadcrumb trail leading 

back to your physical location? Even if you’re using a VPN and a fake IP address, it can be easy 

for snoops to figure out who you are. If that’s something that concerns you, try setting up 

throwaway accounts. With most services, all you need is an email address—you don’t have to 

register with personal information such as your name or even your real email address. You also 

have more flexibility with throwaway accounts: If one gets caught in a spam filter, simply create 

another one and move on with your life. 

Works on desktop and mobile devices 

 

As our online personas get more and more involved, it's easier than ever for others to use our 

private information against us. Whether it's a romantic interest who gets suspicious after seeing 

too many emails from you or your stalker who somehow finds your personal information and 

then starts sending threats through that channel. For times like these, there are temporary email 

services designed specifically with these situations in mind! You can generate an anonymous 

email address that doesn't link back to you at all, allowing you to communicate without revealing 

anything about yourself. 
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